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enepath and itech merge forming fully-integrated IP Trader voice technology and delivery 

organization  

Delivering innovative Trader Voice Solutions with flexibility, agility and cost-efficiency 

Singapore, Oct 6 2015: 

enepath and itech are pleased to announce their merger, which was finalized on the 15 Sept, whereby 
itech will be merged into the enepath Group. This union combines two pioneering Trading Room voice 
suppliers to provide a full service technology, consultancy and implementation company.  

enepath continues to grow its patented ‘fully-distributed’ software platform, the Adaptive Media Platform 
(AMP), providing higher levels of reliability, better ROI and simpler implementation than previously seen in the 
market. itech is one of a new set of more cost efficient, streamlined, service oriented organizations, based 
around a customer centric model, delivering best of breed IP solutions. 

“The AMP continues to move the market” said Stephen Phillips, CEO, enepath “The addition of itech to our 
group ensures that our delivery model delivers a complete end to end solution to organizations, of any size, 
across the whole industry. Our customers have seen the impact immediately and continue to benefit from the 
latest voice trading solutions.” 

enepath delivers our systems to customer premises, and also works with Telstra, a recent investor in enepath, 
to provide hosted and cloud based voice services.  

“This is a very important moment both for itech and enepath” said Gavin Davis, CEO itech “It continues our 
growth and enables us to service any size of organization and enhances our new solution delivery services to 
multiple financial market participants” 
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About itech  
 
The itech group has been delivering solutions to financial customers for 14 years, based on expert business 
knowledge, translated into operational innovation to generate exceptional service delivery. 
 
itech has evolved from the desire to deliver effective service solutions, supported by a detailed understanding 
of the business and today’s operational pressures. This has resulted in a unique client-facing technology based 
approach to customer service in all aspects. 
 
About enepath 
 
enepath is a network solution provider that uses its patented ‘fully-distributed’ software platform, the 
Adaptive Media Platform (AMP) to deliver higher levels of reliability, better ROI and greater ease of 
implementation than has been the case to date in the market. Applicable across multiple markets, aimed at 
the Trading Room as the initial vertical, enepath uses the flexibility and adaptability of IP as the start point for 
its range of voice and voice applications and aims to change the way that Traders use, manage and gain 
benefit from voice at their Trading position. Headquartered in Singapore, enepath is managed by a team of 
individuals with a wide range of experience in the both the finance and network sectors, having held senior 
positions at multiple major existing market vendors.  For more information please email info@enepath.com 
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